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Targeted cancer treatment is becoming the goal of newly developed oncology medicines and has already
shown promise in some spectacular cases such as the case of BRAF kinase inhibitors in BRAFmutant
(e.g. V600E) melanoma.1 These developments are driven by the advent of highthroughput sequencing,
which continues to drop in cost, and that has enabled the sequencing of the genome, transcriptome, and
epigenome of the tumors of a large number of cancer patients in order to discover the molecular
aberrations that drive the oncogenesis of several types of cancer.2 Applying these technologies in the
clinic promises to transform cancer treatment by identifying therapeutic vulnerabilities of each patient’s
tumor.3 These approaches will need to address the panomics of cancer – the integration of the complex
combination of patientspecific characteristics that drive the development of each person’s tumor and
response to therapy. This in turn necessitates new computational methods to integrate largescale “omics”
data for each patient with their electronic medical records, and in the context of the results from
largescale pancancer research studies, to select the best therapy and/or clinical trial for the patient at
hand.
This session of the Pacific Symposium on BioComputing 2015 features papers that address a range of
issues from the analytical methods to discover molecular aberration from highthroughput sequencing

data, the prediction of pharmacogenetic effects in oncology drugs, the implications of clinical trials in
personalized oncology, and the resources and IT infrastructure required to support the analysis of patient
data.
The first set of contributions target novel analysis methodologies. One of the challenges of analyzing
sequencing data from tumor samples is the fact that tumors are heterogeneous, and often composed of
many subclones with different somatic mutations. The ability to deconvolute these mixtures and
understand what somatic mutations cooccur in a given subclone, is important to understand the drivers
of drug resistance of a particular tumor lineage. The work of Deshwar et al. aims to compare novel
Bayesian methods for subclonal reconstruction of tumors that provides faster execution time and better
resolution than other commonly used methods. On the subject of the analysis of transcriptome datasets,
Lehmann et al. tackle the analysis and interpretation of the variation of alternative splicing in tumor
samples, and are able to correlate this variability with QTLs that map to variants previously implicated in
susceptibility to cancer and other traits, information which could be helpful when integrating a patient’s
germline with their tumor genome and corresponding transcriptome. Jang et al. focus on the development
of pharmacogenetic predictive models utilizing domainspecific priors, and demonstrate that stepwise
group sparse regression performs more accurately and provides better interpretability than purely data
driven methods. On the other hand, Wu et al., deal with the upcoming challenge of combination therapy 
how to design and interpret trials where two drugs are provided in combination and reported in
ClinicalTrials.gov.
On the practical side, performing panomic analysis of patient samples in the clinic would require IT
infrastructures and resources that can deliver results in a fast time frame and can support the analyst to
interpret and validate new molecular biomarkers. Nasser et al. present an integrated framework to
analyze and present genome/transcriptome data of patients focused on clinical interpretation. They
describe the challenges in developing a platform that can deliver results in a 24hour timeframe. Ching et
al. focus on the development of an online resource that integrates expression, copy number variation,
mutation, compound activity, and meta data from cancer cells coming from publicly available projects, the
Cell Index Database.
Precision oncology will require the analysis of data collected from a single patient. It will need to
draw timely hypotheses about treatment in the context of prior knowledge of the specific form of cancer
and based on information about the individual patient. This “n=1” approach is significantly different from
that of pattern discovery on large patient cohorts. Continued development of new methodology to meet
the demand is clearly still an active area to pursue by the computational biology community.
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